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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1954 Nash [4] proved his CMsometric Embedding Theorem saying that if an n-dimensional

Riemannian manifold (V,g) admits a (^-immersion (resp. embedding) in W, where q > dim V +

2, then it admits a CMsometric immersion (resp. embedding) in W. Kuiper [3] improved this

result by showing that it is true even when q > dim V + 1. The key idea in the proof is to start

with a 9-short C°° map and to approach g through a sequence of 9-short C^-maps — improving

the approximation in every successive step and keeping control over the first derivative of the

map - so that finally the required isometric C^-map comes as the CMimit of the sequence.

The problem of CMsometric immersions in a general Riemannian Manifold has been treated

by Gromov through the Convex Integration Theory [2] which accommodates the essence of

Nash-Kuiper techniques.

The aim of this paper is to generalize the result of Nash to the case where the manifolds

come with pairs of Riemannian metrics. The problem we consider can be formulated as follows:

Let h\ be the standard Euclidean metric on W with canonical coordinates {x\,x2, • • • ,xq) and

h2 = YA=\ tfdxf, where we assume that 0 < Ai < A2 < • • • < Xg. Consider a C°°-manifold V

with two C°°-Riemannian metrics g\ and 92- The problem is to determine when there exists a

C1-immersion / : (V,51,92) —> 0&q,hi,h2) such that

f*{hi)=gi and r(h2)=g2.

It is evident that not all pairs (91,52) can be induced from (hi,h2) by a map. In fact, (91,92)

must satisfy the inequality

A?9i < 92 < >?q9\-

The above condition in general is not sufficient. For example we consider the linear situation,

when V = W1, 91 = YA=\ dvh a n d 92 = T,Ui Advl w i t h W > 0 for alH = 1 , . . . , n. It may be

proved by simple calculation that if there are 2n indices {ii,t2, • • • ,«2n} such that

for k = 1,2, ...,n, then we obtain an injective linear map W1 —> W inducing (91,92) from

{hi,h,2). In particular, let a = min .̂/ifc and b = max / ; ^ be two positive numbers. If there are

n many A;'s smaller than a and an equal number of Aj's greater than b, then there exists an

injective linear map which is isometric with respect to both the pairs {gi,h\) and (92, /12)-

On the other hand if we take 91 = 92 then the existence of such a linear map necessarily

implies the existence of an injective linear map L : W1 —> W which is (h2 — /ii)-isotropic. that

is L*(h2 — hi) = 0. If q+{h) and q~(h) respectively denote the positive and the negative ranks

of h = h2 — hi then such an isotropic map exists only if 9+ > n and q- > n, for the set of

/i-isotropic vectors contains at the most an ra-dimensional subspace for m = mm(q+,q-).

We now state the main result of this paper and an immediate corollary to it.
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Theorem 1.1. Let (W, h\, h2) be as above and let V be an n-dimensional C°° -manifold. Let a, b

be two positive numbers, a < b. such that A; < a for all i < 3n + 2 and Aj > b for i > q — Zn - 1,

and none of the Aj 's lies between a and b. If g\ and g2
 are iwo Riemannian metrics on V

satisfying the relation a2g\ < go < b2g\ then there exists a C1 -immersion f : V —> WL'1 such

that

f*(hi)=9i and f*(h2) = g2-

Corollary 1.2. Let(V,g) be a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension n. and let (R9 ,h\.h2)

be as in Theorem 1.1. If h\ — h2 is non-singular, and if the positive rank q+ and the negative

rank g_ of h\ — h2 satisfy q+ > 2>n + 2 and g_ > 3n + 2 then there exists a C1 -immersion

f : V —> M" such that f*(hi) = g = f*(h2).

Observe that the map / in the corollary is, in particular, an isotropic immersion relative to

hi — h2. One may compare the above corollary with a result of Gromov ([2], 2.4.9(B)) which says

that if (W, h) is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with g+. g_ > 2n then an arbitrary C°°-manifold

V admits a isotropic CMmmersion in W.

We shall closely follow Nash in our proof of Theorem 1.1. We explain the basic ideas of Nash's

techniques [4] in Section 2. Through Section 3 to Section 5 we shall make preparation for the

adaptation of Nash's techniques in our context. Finally in Section 6 and 7 we prove Theorem 1.1

2. PRELIMINARIES

Here we briefly discuss Nash's proof of C^-Isometric Embedding Theorem. For a detailed

treatment we refer the reader to [1] [4].

Theorem 2.1. (Nash) If a Riemannian manifold (V,g) admits a smooth immersion (or em-

bedding) in Rq, then there exists an isometric Cl-immersion (respectively, a C1 -embedding)

f '• {V,g) —> (M.q,h), provided dimF < q — 2, where h denotes the canonical Euclidean metric

on W.

To prove the theorem Nash starts with a C°°-immersion /o : V —> (E9, h) which is strictly

short relative to the C°°-Riemannian metric g on V. Recall that a C1-map /o : V —> W is

strictly short if the difference gi — f$h\ is positive definite. This is expressed by the notation

9\ ~ foh\ > 0 or gi > /Q/II- Short immersions V —> Rq exist whenever V admits an immersion

mW.

The basic idea is to construct a sequence of strictly short C°°-immersions fj : (V.g) —> (RQ.h)

satisfying the two properties:

1- \\9-fj{h)\\o<l\\9-f;-i(h)\\o, i

2. \\fj-fj-ih <c(n)| |5-/;_1(/i) | | l ,

where ||.||r denotes the norm in the Cr topology and c(n) is a constant depending on the

dimension n of the manifold V. It then follows that the sequence {fj} is a Cauchy sequence in
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the C1-topology and hence it converges to some C^-function / : V —> 1R9 such that f*{h) = g.

The problem therefore boils down to the following:

L e m m a 2.2. Assume q > dim V+2 and let /o : V —> (Rq .h) be a strictly short C°°-immersion.

Then there exists a C°°-immersion f\ : V —> (W ,h) such that:

(i) / i is strictly short,

(n) \\9-fiW\\o<l\\9-foWh,
(in) | | / i - /o | | i<c(n) | |g - / o ' ( / l ) | | ; / 2 .

Proof. The construction of f\ involves a sequence of successive 'stretching' and 'twisting'

on /o- We fix a locally finite covering U — {Up : p € Z} of V by contractible coordinate

neighbourhoods Up in V. Nash noted in his paper that a positive definite C°°-metric g on a

manifold V admits a decomposition as stated below:

oo

(1) <7 $

where fa and fa are C°°-functions on V with support of fa compact and contained in some

Up G U. Further, almost all fa's vanish on a Up, and there are at most N many <̂ j's which are

simultaneously non-zero at any point of V, where N is a constant depending on the dimension

of V. This observation plays a crucial role in his proof of Theorem 2.1. Since /o is strictly short,

5 = g - fo{h)is positive definite. Hence 8/2 can be decomposed as 5/2 = ]T^i H^h w n e r e ipi

and fa are C°°-functions on V as in equation (1).

We first construct a sequence of C°°-immersions, {fi} with /o = /o- In the i-th successive

step we deform /j_i on some Up G U where Up D suppfa, to obtain fi such that the induced

metric is approximately augmented by the factor cf^dipf.

Fix any E\ > 0. We describe how /o can be deformed within its £i-neighbourhood (relative to

the C° topology) to a C°°-immersion f\ such that the induced metric f*(h) = /^{h) + (p^dipi +

0(8,).

Normal Extension (stretching): From the above decomposition of 5/2 we obtain an Up € U

such that supp4>\ C Up. We extend the map /o to fo'-Upx M2 —> M.q in such a way that

on TW\up, where (t,s) denote the global coordinates on E2. To get the extension we merely

have to choose two vector fields namely T\ and T[ on Up which are mutually orthogonal and also

normal to TV. Since /Q is an immersion and q > dimF + 2 such vector fields always exist on

contractible sets. Then we define /o : Up x M2 —> W by the formula: (y, t, s) H-> /o(y) + iri + ST{.

The difference /Q (/i) — /o (^) © ̂ 2 © ̂ -s2 on Up x £>|j is of the order of e\, where D*x denotes

the ei-ball in M2 centered at the origin.

Adding <p2dijj2(twisting): Consider the C°°-map a : K —> R2 defined by u i->
1^,£i sine]"1^). Note that the map a is an isometry with respect to the canonical



Euclidean metrics on M. and R2. Moreover, it takes R into the ei-ball D2 m R2 centered at the

origin.

Define a map a\ : Up —> Up x M2 as follows:

u >-> (u, £\<f>i{u) coscj~ tp\(u), £\(f)i(u)sin£~[ tp\(u)).

It can be shown that a\(dt2 © ds2) = (j^dip2 + s\d<jr. Since <f)\ has its support contained in Up,

the composite map

t • TT Q K TT ^ ID>2 J ° , JTM
/ l . Up — - > t / p X IK -——>• IR.Y

extends to a C°°-map on all of V such that it coincides with / 0 outside f7i. We shall denote this

extension also by f\. Then

The difference f£{h) — /0*(/i) — <fi2dip2 can be made arbitrarily small in the C° topology by

controlling ei.

On the other hand it is clear from the construction that the C°-distance between f\ and

/o = /o is less than e\. Moreover, if {yi,y2, • • •, yn} is a coordinate system on Up then

9% 5jy

for all j = 1,2,.. . , n.

Repeating the above two steps for (f>2dip2 on / i and so on in succession, we obtain a sequence

of maps / i , / 2 , . . . . Since W is locally finite and supports of only finitely many (pi's intersect an

Up, the sequence {/j} is eventually constant on each Up. Therefore, lim/j exists uniformly on

it. Let / i = l im/j . Then, f\ is a C°° map and f*{h) = f^k) + | — E i O(ei) which gives

where E i ^(£ i ) c a n b e made arbitrarily small in the fine C° topology.

Also, on any Up gM with coordinate functions {j/i,.. . ,yn} we have,

3/o dfi-i

Since at most JV many ^ ' s (N depending on n) are non-vanishing at a point, we can apply the

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on the first sum on the right hand side expression to obtain

<

Therefore,

on each Up, where c(n) is a constant which depends on n.



We can choose E\ at the i-th step for i = 1. 2 , . . . in such a way that / i is strictly short, and

that the term Ylt O(ei) is strictly less than ^\\g — /Q (/i)||o- This gives relation (ii) and (in). D

We shall modify Nash's techniques to give a proof of Theorem 1.1. The initial map /o : V —>

W in our context should be such that:

(a) g\ - f^hi and go — /o^2 are positive definite, and they have simultaneous decomposition

as gi — /oh\ = X^ ^\di\)2 and go - foh2 = Yli cl4>1dip2 for some C°°-functions 4>i a n d ipi as above

and some constants a.

(b) /o admits a 'normal extension' /o; that is, fo(h\) — /Q (/*i) © dt2 © ds2 /0*(^2) = /o (^2) ©

c2<i£2 © c2<is2 on F for some specific constant c which appear in the decomposition.

3. DECOMPOSITION LEMMA

In this section and in the two subsequent ones we shall make the preparation for the Nash

process. Here we state and prove the decomposition lemma in our context.

We first fix a countable covering U = {Up\p £ Z} of the manifold V which has the following

properties:

(a) each Up is a coordinate neighbourhood in V and

(b) for any po, UPo intersects atmost m different J7p's including itself (m is an integer depending

on n = dimF).

Let {4>p} be a smooth partition of unity on V subordinate to this covering {Up} such that

support of <pp, denoted supp(f>p, is compact for each p. Let Kp — supp4>p C Up.

Lemma 3.1. Let gi and g2 be two Riemannian metrics on V such that a2g\ < go < b2g\, where

a.b are two numbers with 0 < a < b. Then there exists a decomposition of g\ and 52 as:

9l = Y,<f>l(dA)\ 92 =

where for each i, fa and ipi are C°° functions on V with supp<f>i contained in some Up and C{ 's

are real numbers such that a < Cj < b. Moreover, almost all (pi :s vanish on an Up and there are

at most N many <pi which are simultaneously non-zero at any point of V, where N is an integer

depending on n.

Proof. Let P denote the vector space of quadratic forms on W1. Then d imP is n(n + l ) /2.

Let P be the subset of P x P consisting of ordered pairs of positive definite quadratic forms

(a, (3) such that a2a < (3 < b2a. Then P is an open convex subset of P x P. We cover P by

geometrical open simplexes which lie completely within it. The collection of these gemetrical

simplexes is locally finite and is such that no point lies in more than N\ simplexes, where N\ is

a number depending on n.

Now, since a2g\ < g2 < b2g\, (51,52) maps Kp onto a compact set in P and hence the

image intersects only a finite number of simplexes, say a\, 00, • • •, on . Denote the vertices of



o>, fj. = 1,2,... ,np, by ( a ^ , / ^ ) , . . . , {aflN2,Pu.N2) where iV2 = n(n + 1) + 1. If (31 (a:), 32(2))

lies in the interior to some simplex CXJ then we can express (31,32) at x as (g\ (3:), 32(a:)) =

I] i yc^(a;)(a^,/3Ai^), where 0^(2) > 0 for each v and E i ^ / w ^ ) = 1-

We introduce, for each [i — 1,2,... np, a weight function wM by the following formula:

Observe that wM is a smooth function on a neighbourhood of Kv and Y2,L
 w/i = 1- These functions

distribute a point over all the simplices in which it lies in the interior. Let c* = C^OJ^,

JJ, = l,...np and v = l , . . . , ^ - Then it may be easily seen that g\ = E u / J i ' V anc^

92 = E ^ cj^A^ o n a neighbourhood of i^,.

Now for each pair ( a F , / 3 ^ ) we can obtain a set of n-vectors V^,..., V^ with respect to

which cx^y and /3^!/ can be simultaneously diagonalised in such a way that

where vl^u...., i i ^ are n numbers, and ip^ is the linear functional defined on (Up; yi,U2, • • •, yn)

by %v = V^ . fe i , . . . , yn). Clearly a < v^ < b for all r = 1, 2 , . . . , n.

Now (31,32) = (Ep $p?i! E p 4>p92)- Since supp<j)p = i^p the following expressions make sense

all over V:

Similarly,

where ^ ^ = (^p .c^)1 / /2 are smooth functions on V which are supported in Up. Also, note that

the functions ipr in the above can be replaced by smooth functions which are defined all over

V.

Reindexing and then summing over p we get:
00 nnpN2 00 nn-pN-i

p=l r=l p=l r=l

where supports of the functions <pT
p are compact and contained in Up and a < vr

p < b for all

r = 1,2.... ,nnpN2, p = 1,2,

Further this decomposition is such that there can be at the most mnN\N2 terms which are

non-vanishing at a given point of V. This proves that the above decomposition has all the

required features. •

R e m a r k 3.2. We assume 31, 32 to be C°° for convenience only. If they are C° we can ap-

proximate them inside each Up by C°° metrics which are sufficiently C° close to 31, 32- It can

be shown following Nash that the accumulated error at the end of each stage arising from this

preliminary approximation can be controlled according to our requirement.



4. EXISTENCE OF ( ^ ^ - S H O R T MAPS

Definition 4.1. Let V be a manifold with two Riamannian metrics 91 and 52. A C^-map

/o : V —> {Rq,hi,h2) is (pi,g2)-short if the metrics g\ - /Q(^I ) and g2 - fo{h2) on V are

positive definite. This will be expressed by gi — f^{fh) > 0 or gt > /Q(/IJ), i = 1,2.

Proposition 4.2. Let V be a C°°-manifold with two Riemannian metrics g\ and g2 which are

related by a2g\ < go < b2g\ for some constants 0 < a < b. Then there exists a (51,52) -short

C°°-immersion /o : V —> (W1. h\,h2) which also satisfies the following inequalities:

(1) a\gx - rQhx) < (g2 - f*Qh2) < b\9l

Proof. Here we prove the existence of /o when V is a compact manifold. This is done by

scaling a given C°°-immersion with a suitable scalar.

Let /. be any immersion from V to W. Consider the following four maps: F\, F2 : TV x R —>

M. defined respectively by

{v, t) ^ (9l - t2f*hY) and (v, t) ^ (52 - t2f*h2)

Gi,G2 i T F x K —> R defined respectively by

(v,t) ^ (52 - a2
9l)(v,v) - t2(f*h2 - a 2 /*M(^v)

and (vA) M- (b2
9l - g2){v,v) - t2(b2f*hy - f*h2){v,v)

for v e TVX, x £ V, t € R.

Let SV denote the sphere bundle associated to TV. Since by our hypothesis 51,52,52 — «25i

and 625i — 52 are positive-definite, all the above maps, when restricted to SV x {0} are strictly

positive. Therefore, there exists a real-valued continuous function A : V —> IBLu such that

Fi(v,t) > 0, Gi{v,t) > 0 for all v G TVX and t e (0, A(z)), x € V, i = 1,2. If V is compact, the

function A has a global minima. Let it be called Ao which is strictly positive. Then the function

/o — ̂ o-/. n a s all the desired property.

The open case can be treated as in Nash[4] combining the above observation with a partition

of unity argument. D

Remark 4.3. The set of (5i,52)-short immersions which also satisfy the inequality (1) is an

open set in the fine C°°-topology.

5. REGULAR MAPS

In this section we identify a class of maps which admit 'normal extension' in our context

(Section 6). We start with the following definition.
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Definition 5.1. An immersion / : V —> W is said to be (/ii>^2) regular or simply regular

(when the Euclidean metrics h\ and fi2 on W are well understood from the context), if the h\-

orthogonal complement of dfx(TVx) is transversal to the ̂ -orthogonal complement of dfx(TVx)

at each x G V.

Let A denote the linear transformation R9 —> W1 defined by the relation: h-2{w,w') =

h\(Aw,w') for all «;,«/ G W. Then it can be shown easily that a map / : V —> W is regular

if and only if dfx(TVx) © A(dfx(TVx)) has the maximum dimension at every x G V.

Proposition 5.2. A generic map f : V —> W is regular if q > 3dimV — 1.

Proof: Let dimF = n. Let S be a subset of the Grassmannian manifold Grn(W) which

consists of all n-planes T in W such that T n A(T) ̂  0. Then S is the disjoint union of two sets

£' and £" where

1. E' consists of all n-planes T in W which contains an eigenvector of A,

2. E" consists of all n-planes T in W1 which contains a 2-dimensional subspace spanned by a

pair {v,Av}.

The subset S' of Grn(W) is of dimension (n—l){q — n) since A '̂s are all distinct. On the other

hand S" is of dimension (q — 1) + (n — 2)(q — n). Therefore, dimS = max(dim£',dim£") =

(q-l) + (n-2)(q~n).

Let 1Z denote the open subset of Jl{V,W) consisting of 1-jets of germs of immersions from

F to E?. There is a canonical projection map p : TZ —> Gr^W1) which maps an 1-jet jj(x),

x E V, onto the n-subspace lmdfx in W. Let / : V —> W be a CMmmersion and let

j \ : V —> Jl{V, W) denote the 1-jet map of / . Then / is regular if po j \ misses the set S.

If q > 3n - 1 then codimS > n, and hence by the Thom Transversality Theorem po jî  misses

E for a generic / . Thus a generic map / : V —> Rg is regular if q > 3 dim V — 1. •

Notation 5.3. For brevity we shall use the symbol Tx for the subspace dfx(TVx) in M.Q. T will

denote the subbundle of f*(TW) whose fibre over x is Tx. The notation for the orthogonal

complement of the subspace Tx relative to the metric hi will be T^-1, i = 1,2.

Definition 5.4. Let / : V —> W be a regular map. Then the dimension of T^1 OT^-2 is q - In

for every x G V, where Tx = dfx(TVx). Therefore, |Jx61/Tx
Ll DT^2 defines a vector subbundle

of f*{TW) of rank q - 2n.

In the following, we denote this subbundle by BN and we call it the (/ij.^)-normal bundle

of/.

Remark 5.5. It follows from Remark 4.3 and Proposition 5.2 that any (gj, <?2)-short immersion

/ : V —y RQ satisfying the inequality a?{g\ - f^hx) < (92 - fofo) < b2{g\ - /g/ii) can be

approximated in the fine C°°-topology by a regular (pi,g2)-shoTt immersion which satisfies the

same inequality.



6. NORMAL EXTENSION

Let / : V —> (K9, hi,ho) be a C°°-immersion which is regular on an open set U of V, and

let a, 6 be two numbers satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. We shall show that / admits

a normal extension / : U x M2 —> W over U such that

f*{hi) = /*(/ii) © dt2 © ds2 and f*{h2) = f*{h2) © c2dt2 © c2ds2

on f7 x {0}, for any constant c with a < c < b.

Observe that to obtain such an extension we require two smooth vector fields r and r' along

/ in W with the following properties:

PI. r and T' are h\- as well as /12-orthogonal to T (see Notation 5.3);

P2. H-rld = ||r'||1 = 1 and ||r||2 = | |T'||2 = c;

P3. r and r' are mutually orthogonal relative to both hi and hi-

Indeed if such vector fields exist then we can define / :C/xK 2 —y W by the formula f(x, t. s) =
f(x)+ST + tT'.

Now, PI amounts to saying that r and T' are sections of the vector bundle BN over U. If U

is contractible such fields always exist.

Let h denote the pseudo-Riemannian metric c2hj — h% on W, for a < c < b. The hypothesis

of Theorem 1.1 implies that

1. /i is non-singular;

2. the positive and the negative ranks of h are greater than or equal to 2>n + 2.

Let h denote the quadratic form on BN induced from h, and let hx be the restriction of h

to the fibre BNX. If we denote the positive and the negative ranks of hx by q+{x) and q~{x)

respectively, then by our hypothesis q+{x) > n + 2 and q~{x) > n + 2 for all x € V.

Then the existence of r and r ' satisfying P2 and P3 means

P2'. the vector fields r and r ' are /i-isotropic; that is, h{r,r) = 0 and /i(r',r') = 0;

P3'. h{T,r') = 0.

Hence r and r ' define in each fibre of SiV an /i-isotropic 2-subspace.

Before we proceed further, we set our terminology and recall some basic results.

Definition 6.1. Let h be an indefinite quadratic form on Rq. Recall that the kernel or the null

space of h consists of all those vectors v for which h(v, .) = 0. A subspace L in MP is called

h-regular (or simply regular) if L Piker h = 0 ([2], 2.4.9(B)). A subspace of W which is regular

as well as isotropic will be referred to as regular isotropic subspace.

An isotropic vector which does not lie in the kernel of h will be called a regular isotropic

vector.

Given an indefinite quadratic form /i on I ' , it may be recalled that the space of regular

isotropic vectors has the same homotopy type as Sq+~l x Sq-~l. Hence this space is ̂ -connected

for k = mm(q+(h) — 2,q_(h) — 2). In general, the space of regular isotropic m-subspaces
10



in W has the homotopy type of V/
m(lK'?+) x Vm{W-) and is therefore {k - l)-connected for

k < mm(q+ - m,q- - m) ([2], 3.3.1(C)).

Now we consider in the total space BN the subset which consists of all /t.r-regular isotropic

vectors for all x 6 U and call it I so. If I so has a section, then normalizing this section relative

to h\ we get a section r satisfying conditions PI and P3.

To obtain a pair of such sections which also satisfy P2 we consider the subset Iso2 in BN®BN

defined as follows:

T \i \ n.r n»r span of v, w is a regular )Iso2 = < (v, w) e BN © BN : , y . ' . ,6 } .[ h — isotropic 2-subspace J

Lemma 6.2. /sc>2 zs a submanifold in BN © BN and p®p\jSOo is a submersion.

Proof. Consider the 2-frame bundle of BN and denote it by V-2(BN). An element (v,w)

in V2{BN) which lies over x, will be denoted by (x,v,w). Further consider all those 2-frames

{v.w) in the fibres which span a /i-regular subspace. We denote this set of vectors by V^^fJiV).

Clearly this is an open subset in the total space BN © BN.

Let <f> : VJ,eg{BN) —> E3 be the smooth map defined by

(f>(x,v,w) = (hx(v,v),hx(w,w),hx(v,w)).

Note that ^^(O) is precisely the subset Iso2- We shall show that 0 is a submersion.

Let (x,v,w) € V2Sg(BN). In order to prove that 0 is a submersion at this point it would be

enough to verify that the linear map $ : BNX® BNX —> IR3 defined by

(v'.w1) ^ d<t>(XtVjW)(0,v',w')

is surjective. since dcf>(x^ViW)(u,v',w') — d<f)(xv^(u,0,0) + d4>^xv^(0.v',w').

To compute d(j)(xvw}(0,v',w') we need to calculate the derivative of the map {v,w) M>

(hx(v,v),hx(w,w),hx(v,w)). Observing that hx is a bilinear pairing we easily obtain:

d<j>(x,v,w)(.Q,v',w') = {2hx{v,v'),2hx{w,w'),hx(y,w') + hx(w,v')).

Now, the linear map (v',wr) >-* (2hx(v,v'),2hx(w,w')) has maximum rank if and only if

v.w are regular vectors and kevhx(v, ) ^ kevhx(w, ). Note that if v and w are regular then,

kerhx(v, ) = kerhx(w, ) if and only if there exists a A € I such that \v — w is in kerhx.

that is the span of v and w is not a regular subspace. Thus, if (x,v,w) G V^iBN) then

(v'.w1) i-> (2hx(v,v'),2hx(w,w')) is surjective. On the other hand since kerhx(v, ) ^ kevhx(w, ),

there exists a o ' e BNX such that hx(v,v') = 0 and hx(w,v') ^ 0. Therefore, (p' is surjective

at each (x.v.w) G V2£9(BN). Hence, <f> is a submersion, and consequently <j)~1(0) = Iso2 is a

submanifold of V^iBN).

Finally, note that the tangent space to Iso2 at a point (x,v,w) is given by the equation

d(f>(x.v,w)(u-v'iw') — 0- Since d<j>(x.VtW) restricted BNX © BNX is surjective, for any given

u € TVX, there exists a (v',w') € BNX © BNX such that d(f>^XVVJ^(0,v',w') = —d4>^xvw^(u,0.0).

Clearly then (u,v',w') belongs to the tangent space of Iso2- This proves that p(Bp\[S0? is a
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submersion. •

The fibre of Iso2 over x consists of all 2-frames which span a /ix-regular isotropic subspace in

the fibre BNX. Hence it has the homotopy type of V2{M.q+{x)) x V2{Mq-^). By our hypothesis

this is at least n — 1 connected. Thus we obtain a section (rj,r)') of Iso2 over U C V ([2],

3.3.1(A)). Then clearly r\ and r/' satisfy the properties PI, P2' and P3'. Moreover, span of 77

and rf defines a field a of two dimensional isotropic subspaces over U. We normalize the vector

field 77 with respect to h\ and call it r. Since h\ is positive definite, r^1 in W1 intersects a in

a 1-dimensional subspace in each fibre. This uniquely determines r'. Indeed, if r lies in a and

has unit norm relative to hi, then its ho norm is c. Also, if r and r' lie in o and if they are

orthogonal relative to hi then they are orthogonal relative to h-2 also.

Thus we obtain vector fields r and r' over U which satisfy the properties PI, P2 and P3.

7. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. We start with a (hi, /^-regular C°°-

immersion /o : V —> M.q which is (gi, <72)-short and satisfies the inequality

«2(<?i - fohi) <92~ foh2 < b2(9i - fShi)

It follows from our discussion in Section 4 and 5 that such a map exists under the hypothesis
fl25i < 92 < b2gi and q > 6n + 4.

We shall obtain a sequence of regular (^1.p2)-short C^-immersions {f/} which satisfy the

inequality

(1) a2(gx - f*hi) <g2- f*h2 < b2(gi - f*hr)

and are such that

II01 -fjhih < |ll5i - / / - i^ i l lo ,

ll/j - / j - i l lc < c(n)\\gi - y/_i^ 1!10 ,

Then, the above three conditions would together imply that {/.,•} is a Cauchy sequence in the

C^-topology and hence converges to a C1-map / : V —> W such that f*hi = gi and f*h2 = g2-

Thus Theorem 1.1 will be proved.

Observe that the sequence {/,-} can be constructed inductively once we know how to get /1

from the starting map /o- Since /o is (gi,^2)-short, both Si — gi — ffihi and 62 — g2 — f£h2 are

positive definite Riemannian metrics on V such that o?5i < 52 < b28\. Therefore we can apply

Lemma 3.1 for the pair (81,82) and obtain

2 ^ 2 and 2/

where <f>i and ipi a r e smooth functions on V as described in the lemma, and Q'S are constants

satisfying a < cx < b for all i.
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The map f\ will be obtained through a sequence of smooth maps {fi} as lim, fi = fi, where

/o - /o, and

Ufa) = fi-iih) + tfWi + &
f*(h2) = f l ^ ) + c^dtf + E[ •

The error terms Et and i?z' can be controlled simultaneously according to our requirement. The

procedure of obtaining fi from fl-\ is the same for each i and so we only describe how to get

/ i from f0.

Suppose supp(f>\ C Up, where Up € U.U being the covering of V described in Section 3. Since

/o is regular and a < c\ < 6, where a, b satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, we can get an

extension fo'-Upx ]R2 —> W1 of the map /o such that

foihi) = fS(hi) © dt2 © ds2 and /0*(/i2) = /0*(/i2) © cfdt2 © cfds2

on Up x {0} (see Section 6). Moreover, the difference /Q (h) - /0* (/i) ffi dt2 © ds2 on C/p x I}2 is

of the order of e, where D2 denotes the e-ball in R2 centred at the origin.

Now. proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we get a smooth map f\ : V —> W1

such that

fl(h2) = f5(k2) + citfdiP2 + c2e2dfv

The map j \ obtained above may not be regular. However, a small perturbation near supp </>2

can make it regular there (as regularity is a generic property). Hence we can repeat the above

steps on /i to get f2 and so on in succession. The sequence {fi} then converges uniformly to

a C°°-map f\ since only finitely many <fo's are non-vanishing on any open set Up. Now observe

that

9i ~ /f (/*i) = Udi ~ / o ( M ) - E 2 O(£i)

92 - n(h2) = '2(92 ~ / o (M) - E^ 2 O( £ , ) -

We can choose Ei at each stage in such a way that

(a) g\ - fi(hi) and g2 — f{{h2) are positive definite;

(b) the error terms satisfy the inequalities:

Then inequalities (2) follow from the discussion made in Section 2. Further, if we have

) < I[b2(9l - f*tn) - (92 - fSh2)}

< §[(52 - r0h2) - a2(9l - j*M\

then f\ also satisfies inequality (1). Now, by Remark 5.5 we can assume f\ to be (h\, h2)-regu\&r.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 •
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